ABSTRACT. The F-index of a graph is defined as the sum of cubes of the vertex degrees of the graph.
INTRODUCTION Suppose G is a simple connected graph and V(G) and E(G)
. In chemistry, biochemistry and nanotechnology different topological indices are found to be useful in isomer discrimination, structure-property relationship, structure-activity relationship and pharmaceutical drug design. The first and second Zagreb indices of a graph G, denoted by M 1 (G) and M 2 (G), are among the oldest, most popular and extremely studied vertexdegree based topological indices and are respectively defined as
These indices were introduced in a paper in 1972 [1] to study the structure-dependency of the total π-electron energy (ε). It was found that the ε depends on M 1 (G) and thus provides a measure of carbon skeleton of the underlying molecules. In the same paper, another topological index, defined as sum of cubes of degrees of the vertices of the graph was also shown to influence ε.
However this index was not further studied till then, except in a recent article by Furtula and Gutman [2] where they reinvestigated this index and studied some basic properties of this index.
They showed that the predictive ability of this index is almost similar to that of first Zagreb index and for the entropy and acentric factor, both of them yield correlation coefficients greater than 0.95.
They named this index as "forgotten topological index" or "F-index". Throughout the present paper we name this index as F-index and denote it by F(G), so that
As we know that some chemically interesting graphs can be obtained by different graph operations on some general or particular graphs, it is important to study such graph operations in order to understand how it is related to the corresponding topological indices of the original graphs. In [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 8, 7, 9] in this regard.
In this paper, we present some exact expressions for the F-index of different graph operations such as union, join, Cartesian product, composition, tensor product, strong product, corona product, generalized hierarchical product, disjunction, symmetric difference, splice and link of graphs.
Also we apply our results to compute the F-index for some important classes of molecular graphs and nano-structures.
MAIN RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we study F-index of various graph operations like union, join, Cartesian product, composition, tensor product, strong product, corona product, generalized hierarchical product, disjunction, symmetric difference, link and splice of graphs. These operations are binary and all the graphs are connected, finite and simple. In the following, if not indicated otherwise, we use the notation V(G i ) for the vertex set, E(G i ) for the edge set, n i for the number of vertices and m i for the number of edges of the graph G i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, respectively. Throughout the paper, we use the familiar notations P n , C n and K n to denote a path graph, cycle graph and complete graph with n number of vertices, respectively.
In the following theorem we obtain the F-index of the union of k number of graphs.
Proof. By definition of F-index we have
which completes the proof. 
where v is originally a vertex of the graph G i and n = n 1 + n 2 + ... + n k .
In the following theorem we compute the F-index of the join of k number of graphs.
Proof. We have
Corollary 2. The F-index of G 1 + G 2 is given by
The suspension of a graph G is defined as K 1 + G. So from the Corollary 2 the following result follows. 
Corollary 3. Let, n and m be the number of vertices and edges of G, respectively. Then the F-index of suspension of G is given by
Example 2. The wheel graph W n on (n + 1) vertices is the suspension of C n and the fan graph F n on (n + 1) vertices is the suspension of P n . So their F-indices are given by 
Example 3. The dutch windmill graph or flower graph is the suspension of m copies of K 2 , denoted by mK 2 . So its F-index is given by F(K
1 + mK 2 ) = 8m 3 + 16m.
Example 4. The cone graph C m,n is defined as C m +K n . So its F-index is calculated as F(C m,n
In the following theorem first we find the first Zagreb index of the Cartesian product of k number of graphs.
Theorem 3. Let n be the total number of vertices in
Proof. For the proof of this theorem we refer to Theorem 1 of [3] .
In the following theorem we obtain the F-index of the Cartesian product of k number of graphs.
Proof. First we prove the result for k = 2.
We have,
Let n ′ be the total number of vertices in
Then by an inductive argument, using Theorem 3, we have
from where the desired result follows.
Corollary 4. The F-index of of the torus C n
1 ⊗ C n 2 ⊗ ... ⊗ C n k is given by F(C n 1 ⊗ C n 2 ⊗ ... ⊗ C n k ) = 8k 3 n 1 n 2 . . . n k .
Corollary 5. The F-index of the Hamming graph K n
, by our calculation, we have
Example 6. The F-index of K n 1 ⊗ K n 2 torus is given by
Example 7. Let R and S denote a C 4 nanotube and nanotorus, respectively. Then R P n ⊗ C m and S C n ⊗ C m , for some integers n and m. Then by our calculation, F(R) = 64mn − 74m and F(S) = 64mn.
Also if, T P n ⊗ P m , then F(T) = 64mn − 74m − 74n + 72.
Composition.
The composition or lexicographic product of two graphs G 1 and G 2 is denoted
In the following theorem we compute the F-index of the composition of two graphs.
Proof. From definition of F-index, we have
which completes proof.
Example 8.
The fence graph is the composition of P n and P 2 and the closed fence graph is the composition of C n and P 2 . So from the previous theorem, we have 
In the following theorem, the F-index of the tensor product of two graphs is computed.
Theorem 6. The F-index of G
Proof. From definition of F-index, we have a, b) of G 1 ⊠ G 2 is given by
Example 9. (i) F(P n
In the following theorem we compute the F-index of the strong product of two graphs.
Theorem 7. The F-index of G
On simplification, we obtain the desired result. been studied by some researchers [21, 23] . It is easy to see that the degree of a vertex v of G 1 ⊙ G 2 is given by
where, G 2,i is the i-th copy of the graph G 2 . In the following theorem, the F-index of the corona Product of two graphs is computed.
The t-thorny graph G t of a given graph G is obtained by joining t-number of thorns (pendent edges) to each vertex of G. A variety of topological indices of thorn graphs have been studied by a number of researchers [22, 24, 25, 26] .It is well known that, the t-thorny graph of G is defined as the corona product of G and complement of complete graph with t verticesK t . Thus from the previous theorem the following corollary follows.
Corollary 6. The F-index of the t-thorny graph is given by
where, n and m are number of vertices and edges of G, respectively. Next, as an application of corona product of graphs, we find the F index of some particular bridge graphs. Let G 1 , G 2 , . .., G n be a set of finite pairwise disjoint graphs. The bridge graph with respect to the vertices v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n , denoted by B(G 1 , G 2 , . .., G n ; v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n ) is the graph obtained by connecting the vertex v i of G i and the vertex v i+1 of G i+1 by an edge for all i = 1, 2, ..., n − 1. v) = B(G, G, ..., G; v, v, ..., v) . In particular, let B n = G n (P 3 , v), where v is the degree 2 vertex of P 3 and T n,k = G n (C k , u) be special bridge graphs. Then from definition of corona product of graphs, B n P n ⊙ K 2 and T n,3 P n ⊙ K 2 .
Example 10. The F-index of t-thorny graph of C n and P n are given by
Using the previous theorem the F index of these bridge graphs are calculated as follows. 
Clearly, the degree of a vertex (u 1 ,
In the following theorem we compute the F-index of the generalized hierarchical product of two graphs.
Proof. We have, from definition of F index
which completes the proof.
From definition of the Cartesian product of graphs, it is clear that the Cartesian product of graphs is a special case of generalized hierarchical product of graphs, that is, if U = V(G 2 ), then
So from the previous theorem we can also obtain the Theorem 3, for k = 2.
The cluster product of two graphs G 1 and 
Then from the previous theorem the following results follow.
Corollary 7.
Let G 1 and G 2 be two connected graphs and x be the root vertex of G 2 , then
Note that, if U = {x}, x is the root vertex of the graph 
In the following theorem we obtain the F-index of the disjunction of two graphs.
Proof. We have, from definition of F-index
After simple calculations, we obtain the desired result.
2.10. Symmetric Difference. The symmetric difference, of two graphs G 1 and G 2 is denoted by
From definition of symmetric difference it is clear that
In the following theorem we obtain the F-index of the symmetric difference of two graphs.
In the following, we find the F-index of splice and link of two graphs G 1 and G 2 at the vertices v 1 and z.
Theorem 12. The F-index of (G 1 • G 2 )(v 1 , v 2 ) is given by
Proof. From the definition of F-index we have
From above we obtain the desired result after simple calculations.
Theorem 13. The F-index of
Proof. From the definition of F-index, we have
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we derive some explicit expression of the F-index of different graph operations such as union, join, Cartesian product, composition, tensor product, strong product, corona product, generalized hierarchical product, disjunction, symmetric difference, splice and link of graphs.
Also we apply our results to compute the F-index for some important classes of molecular graphs and nano-structures. For further study, F-index of some other graph operations and for different composite graphs can be computed.
